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DELETION RULES IN URDU LANGUAGE 

 
SADAF NAWAZ 

 
ABSTRACT 
Languages often exhibit removal of some 
phoneme(s) from the phonemic 
representation resulting in somewhat 
different phonetic representation.  This is 
due to the application of phonological rules.  
Deletion rules are the type of phonological 
rules. A category of which are the deletion 
rules which deal with the deletion of a vowel 
or a consonant (or in terms of metrical 
phonology the features of the timing slots). 
 
In Urdu words undergo certain deletions, 
such as deletions of /h/ at the morpheme 
boundary, deletion of the glottal stop // in 
certain cases, deletion of /n/ and the 
possible phenomenon resulting in 
nasalization of the corresponding vowel in 
some contexts, deletion of aspiration, and 
deletion of /∂v/ in the particular contexts. 
This paper discusses these deletions, their 
contexts and the possible reasons triggering 
these deletions. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
The goal of this paper is to present and 
document phonological rules of deletion in 
Urdu. Urdu is the national language of 
Pakistan. The rules presented in this paper 
are based on evidence elicited from Urdu 
speakers having Punjabi background 
(mother tongue). 
 
All languages undergo the process of 
deletion depending upon their language 
structure and usage. Urdu also undergoes 
the process of deletion.  This paper deals 
with what type of deletions occur in the Urdu 
language, and what may be the possible 
reasons triggering the deletions. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW & 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Phonological rules define the phenomenon 
involved in various different pronunciations 
and forms of words. Phonological rules can 
delete or add entire phonemic segments. 

The phonological rules can be considered 
as formulas which when applied on 
phonemic representations, result in the 
corresponding phonetic representations. 
 
Phonemic representation:  Includes only 
the non-predictable distinctive features 
 
Phonetic representation: Derived from 
phonemic representation by applying 
phonological    rules.  

 
All phonological rules specify 
 
1. The class of sounds affected by the 

rules 
2. The context or environment in which 

the rule applies to 
3.  What phonetic changes are to occur in 

the format of 1 -->3/ 2 (where '/' is read 
as 'in the        environment of') _ 1&2: 
structural description, 3: structural 
change 

 
Rules can be written using the linear 
phonology notation or the metrical 
phonology notation. In this paper the 
metrical (Auto segmental phonology) 
notation will be used.  
Deletion rules are the type of phonological 
rules, which deal with the deletion of a vowel 
or a consonant (or in terms of metrical 
phonology the features of the timing slots). 
 
Deletion rules also show up as optional rules 
in fast speech or casual speech in 
languages. For example in English, they 
result, for example, in the common 
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contractions changing he is [hi iz] to he's 
[hiz]. 
Some examples of deletion rules in different 
languages are as follows: 
 
 In French, for example, word-final 
consonants are deleted when the following 
word begins with a consonant (oral or nasal) 
or a liquid, but are retained when the 
following word begins with a vowel or a 
glide. This deletion rule of French is simply 
stated as 
 
[+consonantal] --- > ø /____# [+consonantal]  
 
 This rule when ''translated'' into words says: 
''Delete a consonant before a word 
beginning with all consonant except glide''  
 
Another deletion rule in English is deletion of 
∂ before a stressed syllable. 
 
2.1 Problem statement: 
 
Deletions occur in the Urdu language. What 
sort of deletions occur in the Urdu language 
and why? 
 
3. METHODOLOGY  
I collected over 500 words from the Urdu 
dictionary and did their phonemic and 
phonetic transcriptions.  
 
The approach I used for word selection for 
the purpose of analysis was that I analyzed 
the orthography and the pronunciation of all 
the words in the dictionary and selected the 
words that I suspected might have some 
deletions. However I chose 25% of the 
words in random order. 
 
Once I found words of a certain category 
undergoing deletion, I looked for other words 
in the particular category to check if the 
deletion takes place under all cases .If not 
then I analyzed the cases in which deletion 
takes place and the factors and the features 
triggering the deletion. 
 
I also found some of the deletions by 
listening to the speakers during their normal 
everyday conversation. 
 

In order to confirm the suspected deletions I 
recorded the words and analyzed their 
spectrograms to formulate a concrete rule. 
 
In order to record the words I chose the 
minimal set of words that represented the 
whole set of words undergoing deletions. 
Then I used the words in sentences with 
each word occurring in two sentences in 
different contexts and then recorded the 
sentences by five speakers. 
 
All of the speakers were Urdu speakers who 
had Punjabi as their mother tongue, but 
didn’t use Punjabi in everyday life. Punjabi is 
the language spoken in the province Punjab 
of Pakistan. My consultants (speakers) for 
this paper, had the standard Urdu accent  
(with some traces of their Punjabi 
background) used in education and in 
broadcasting in the capital of Punjab, 
Lahore. So, this paper is based on the 
dialect of Urdu used in Lahore. 
 
4. RESULTS  
 
Following are the deletions that I have come 
across during my analysis. Along with the 
data there are spectrograms for the words 
(along with the contexts in which they were 
recorded. I have shown only the portions of 
spectrograms undergoing deletion. 
 
4.1 Deletion of /h/ at the morpheme 
boundary 
  
The data for this category of deletions is: 
 
/p∂ndr∂h/   [p∂ndra]      “fifteen” 
/rabt∂h/    [rabta]       “connection” 
/x∂d∂h/    [x∂da]        “doubt” 
/∂roh/     [∂roh]    “gang” 
/v∂d∂h/    [v∂da]    “reason” 
/t∂bh/    [t∂bi]       “simile” 
/t∂ravh/  [t∂ravi]   “special              
prayer” 
/t∂sbh / [t∂sbi] “string of beads” 
 
Sentence 4.1.1 
[ h∂m p∂ndra dn bad ae e ] 
Word under observation 
/p∂ndr∂h/  [p∂ndra]     “fifteen” 
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FIGURE 1 Spectrogram for [p∂ndra] 
 
Sentence 4.1.2 
[ tum travi me t∂sbi k∂rte ho ] 
Word under observation 
 
/t∂ravh/  [t∂ravi] 
    “special prayer” 

FIGURE 2: Spectrogram for [t∂ravi]  
 
Sentence 4.1.3: 
[us ∂roh se rabta k∂rna hæ ] 
Word under observation 
/∂roh/    [∂roh]     “gang” 

FIGURE 3 Spectrogram for [∂roh] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
In the spectrogram in figure 3, no deletion of 
/h/ has occurred.  
 
Putting all these observations together, I 
propose the following phonological rule in 
auto-segmental form: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 4A Rule for deletion of /h/ for short            
vowels 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       FIGURE 4B Rule for deletion of /h/ for long 

vowels 
 
 
X in the rules specifies the timing slot. When 
/h/ occurs at the morpheme boundary after a 
long vowel, /h/ gets deleted along with its 
timing slot whereas in the case of a short 
vowel the timing slot remains and short 
vowel lengthens by occupying that timing 
slot resulting in the corresponding long 
vowel. 

Short Vowels 
       

      X              X 
                   
 
 
 

   [+vocalic]     h 
                  [-tense] 

Long Vowels 
 
       X               

                   
 
 
 

   [+vocalic]     h 
                  [+tense] 

X
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4.2. Deletion of the glottal stop // 
 
The representative data for words involving 
deletion of the glottal stop // is as follows: 
 
/t∂la/  [t∂la]   “report” 
/t∂rdi/ [t∂rdi]  “preference” 
/dam/  [dame]  “concise” 
/rku/   [rku]  “prostration” 
/∂m∂/   [∂ma]  “light” 
/bd∂t/  [bd∂t]  “addition in Islam” 
/b∂r∂ks/ [b∂r∂ks]  “apart from” 
/tavn/ [tavn]  “cooperation”  
/vad∂h/   [vada]   “promise” 
/da/    [da]    “prayer” 
/ad∂t/   [ad∂t]   “habit” 
/∂dib/  [∂dib]   “strange” 
/zr/    [zr]  “excuse”  
/∂rsa/   [∂rsa]   “period” 
/id/     [id]  “Islamic 
religious festival” 
 
The cases in which the deletion of // occurs 
are: 
 
4.2.1   // at end  
 
Sentence 4.2.1 (a)  
 
[ dame t∂la da k∂ro ] 
 
Words under observation   
 
(I)   /t∂la/ [t∂la]  “report” 
 
(II)   /dam/ [dame] “concise” 
 

FIGURE 5 Spectrogram for   [t∂la], //  at the 
end 

 

FIGURE 6 Spectrogram for   [dame], // at 
the end 

 
4.2.2   // in middle  
 
Sentence 4.2.2 (a)  
 
[dame tavn d∂rkar hæ] 
 
Sentence 4.2.2 (b)  
 
[rku me da mao] 
 
Words under observation   
 
(a) /tavn/ [tavn]  “cooperate” 
  
(b)  /da/   [da]   “pray” 

FIGURE 7 Spectrogram for tavn],// in 
the middle 

FIGURE 8 Spectrogram for [da],// in 
the   middle 
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4.2.3   // at start  
 
Sentence 4.2.3  
 
[ktne ∂rse bad id ai hæ] 
 
 
Word under observation  
 
/id/  [id]  “Islamic religious festival” 
 

FIGURE 9 Spectrogram for id],// at the start 
of morpheme 

 
From Figure 9, we can see that //acts as 
a glottal stop if it occurs at the start of a 
phoneme exhibiting consonantal behavior. 
 
The deletions involving the glottal stop // 
can be formulated in a rule as  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 10A: Rule for deletion of // for 
short vowels 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 10B Rule for deletion of  // for 
long vowels 

 
 
4.2.3 Deletion of /n/ and nasalization of 
vowel 
 
The data given below undergoes deletion of 
/n/ and nasalization of the vowel in the listed 
contexts. 
 
4.2.3 (a) 
 
Data for the /Vnv/ context 
  
Undergo deletion 
 
/knva/  [kua] “well” 
/k∂nv∂l/  [kav∂l] “water lily” 
/knv∂r/  [kuv∂r] “prince” 
/sanv∂la/ [sav∂la] ”wheatish     

complexion” 
/∂nvar/  [avar]  ”uneducated” 
 
 
Don’t undergo deletion 
 
/kanv∂r/   [kan.v∂r]  ”a type of 

animal” 
/danv∂r/  [dan.v∂r] ” animal” 
/nvana/  [n.vana] ”to count” 
/m∂nvana/  [m∂n.vana]  ”to make 

other agree” 
 
Putting all these observations together, I 
propose the following phonological rule in 
auto-segmental form: 
 

 
Short vowels: 
  
 X X      X

                   
       [+vocalic]  [+glottal stop] 
       [-tense] 
 
 

                            
Long vowels:                     
  
 X      X

                   
       [+vocalic]  [+glottal stop] 
       [+tense] 

X
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FIGURE 11 Rule for deletion       of /n/ 
and nasalization of vowel in /Vnv/ 
context 
 

According to the rule in figure 11, /n/ 
gets deleted and nasal feature spreads 
onto the corresponding vowel. 

      
4.2.3 (b) 
 
Data for the /Vns/ context  
 
/kans/  [kas]   ”cough” 
/kansi/ [kasi]  ”cough” 
/pansi/ [pasi]  ”gallows” 
/sans/   [sas]        ”breath” 
/bans/   [bas]      ”cane” 
/tons/  [tos]     ”insert to fullest” 
/tans/  [tas]     ”insert to fullest” 
/puns/  [pus]      ”dry grass” 
/p∂ns/  [p∂s]       ”entanglement” 
/h∂ns/   [h∂s]           ”laugh” 
 
Don’t undergo deletion 
 
/dns/    [dns]     ”gender” 
/mnsf/   [mn.sf]   ”justice 

maker” 
/m∂nsub/   [m∂n.sub]   ”dedicated” 
/s∂nskr∂t/ [s∂n.skr∂t] ”a language” 
/s∂ns∂ni/  [s∂n.s∂.ni] ”eerie” 
/nsan/   [n.san]    ”human” 
 
 
Sentence  4.2.3b (I) 
[sæ kasi ru ho ai] 
 
Word under observation  
/kansi/ [kasi]  ”cough” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 12 Spectrogram of [kasi] showing 
nasalization of vowel 

 
Sentence  4.2.3b (I) 
 
[h∂m p∂s ae te] 
 
Word under observation 
/p∂ns/  [p∂s]   ”entanglement” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 13 Spectrogram of [p∂s]   
Putting all these observations together in a auto-
segmental phonological rule  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 14 Rule for deletion of  /n/ and 
nasalization of vowel in /Vns/ context 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
         X          X           X 
 
 
 
 
 [+vocalic]   n     v 
 [+back] 

 
 
           X              X             X 
 
 
 
 
 [+vocalic]     n     s 
 [+back] 

k         a           s 

p         ∂            s 
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4.2.4 Deletion of aspiration 
 
4.2.4(a) 
 
The representative data involving deletion of 
aspiration is as under: 
 
/p∂na/   [p∂na]    “to study” 
/t∂na/  [t∂na]   “to step on” 
/dai/    [dai]     “beard” 
/tea/    [tea]     “crooked” 
/sii/    [sii]     “ladder” 
/sae/    [sae]     “half” 
/aa/    [aa]          “thick” 
/bua/    [bua]     “old man” 
/kana/   [kana]    “to do 

embroidery” 
/terva/   [terva]   “thirteenth” 
/∂jarva/ [∂jarva] “eleventh” 
/solva/   [solva]   “sixteenth” 
/tula/   [tula]   “burner” 
/dula/    [ dula]   “groom” 
/undna/  [undna]    “dough” 
/dud/     [dud]          “milk” 
 
These deletions can be combined to form 
the following auto segmental rule: 
 
4.2.5 Deletion of /∂v/ 
 
Data set 1  
 
/x∂vab/      [xab] 

 [xoab]          “dream” 
/x∂vada/    [xada]       

 [xada]       “a man of 
distinction” 

/x∂var/      [xar]   
 [xoar]        “distressed” 

/x∂vastar/  [xastar] 
 [xastar]  “applicant” 

/x∂vanda/    [xanda] 
 [xoanda]        “educated” 

/x∂vah/      [xah] 
 [xoah]          “wishing” 

/x∂vahir/    [xahir] 
 [xoahir]      “sister” 

/x∂vahi/    [xahi] 
 [xoahi]   “wish” 

 
Data set 2  
 
/x∂vatin/  [xoavatin]   
           [x∂vatin]    “women” 
/x∂vard/ [xoavard] 
           [x∂vard]  “schismatic” 
/x∂vaq/   [xoavak] 
           [x∂vak]      “miracles” 
/x∂vas/    [xoavas] 

[x∂vas]        “peculiarities” 
/x∂vanin/    [xoavanin] 

 [x∂vanin]    “nobles” 
/n∂vab/      [noab] 

 [n∂vab]          “wealthy” 
/d∂vab/     [doab] 

 [d∂vab]          “answer” 
 
5. DISCUSSION 
 
In Urdu the phoneme /q/ exist in the 
phonemic inventory but it is always mapped 
onto /k/ by the Urdu speakers. The 
conversion of /q/ to /k/ is not considered as 
deletion during the data analysis for this 
paper. The Urdu language is the 
amalgamation of different languages, and 
the phoneme /q/ has been inherited from the 
Arabic language, where it is pronounced as 
it is, but the Urdu speakers map it on /k/. 
 
In Urdu /n/ occurs in two forms that are /n/ 
and “/n/ ghuna” which is represented by the 
nasalization of vowel as /a / in [kua] and it 
mostly occurs at the phoneme boundary. 
 
5.1. Deletion of /h/ at the morpheme 
boundary 
 
As the data in 4.1 shows, /h/ gets deleted if 
it occurs at the morpheme boundary after a 
vowel. The timing slot associated with /h/ 
doesn’t get deleted in case of short vowels 
and as a result the short vowel lengthens 
resulting in the corresponding long vowel. 
Whereas in the case of a long vowel before 
/h/, the timing slot gets deleted along with 
/h/. This is because in Urdu allows short 
vowels  /V/ and long vowels / VV / but any 
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sequence like / VVV / producing an extra 
long vowel doesn’t exist. 
 
The words presented in 4.1 are a subset of 
the data that undergoes this type of deletion. 
I have not found any exception except for 
the words, which are not very frequently 
used.  
 
A general observation was that speakers 
tend to concentrate on words which are not 
very frequently used and pronounced the 
word as it is written and as a result no 
deletion occurred, e.g. in figure 3, in the 
spectrogram for the word [∂roh], as can be 
seen from the spectrogram that /h/ deletion 
has not taken place. All five speakers 
pronounced [∂roh] with extra care and 
didn’t delete the /h/. 
5.2. Deletion of the glottal stop // 
 
Any phoneme can occur at three possible 
places in a word unless there is some 
phonotactic constraint in the language 
restricting its’ occurrence at a particular 
place(s). The glottal stop // in Urdu can 
also occur at three possible locations in a 
word, which are, start, end and anywhere 
between the end and the start. 
 
The characteristics of the glottal stop //, i.e. 
whether it acts as a glottal stop or not in 
Urdu is not yet clear and study on its 
characteristics is also being done. In this 
paper I am going to argue on its deletion on 
the basis of the absence of the features of a 
stop, whose presence is obvious in the 
spectrogram in figure 9. 
 
The glottal stop // gets deleted in words 
when it occurs at the end or in the 
beginning. The deletion of // is obvious 
from the spectrograms. However in 
spectrogram in figure 5, a small burst can be 
seen in the higher formants which we can 
easily ignore as not being related to the 
glottal stop // on the basis that 
 
1. No closure is involved 
 
2. It may be due noise in the background, 

or a change in intensity, But in any case 
it can’t be suspected for //. 

 

Analyzing the data it can be seen that 
 
1. The glottal stop // is deleted, except 

when it occurs at the beginning of a 
morpheme (where it shows consonantal 
behavior). 

 
2. When the glottal stop // occurs after a 

short vowel, the glottal stop feature of 
that timing slot is deleted, whereas the 
timing slot remains and the vocalic 
feature of the short vowel spreads over 
to occupy that timing slot and the 
corresponding long vowel results. 

 
Examples 
 
/dam/  [dame]   “concise” 
/t∂avn/ [tavn]   “cooperate”

   
 
3. When it occurs before a short vowel or 

with a long vowel, the timing slot of the 
glottal stop is      deleted. The long 
vowel case has the same reasoning as 
in 4.1. i.e. Urdu doesn’t allow /V V V/. 

 
Examples 
 
/b∂r∂ks/  [b∂r∂ks]   “apart from” 
/t∂la/  [t∂la]    “report” 

 
In the last data set, i.e. words starting with 
//, until I had relied on my ears and had not 
seen the spectrograms, I observed deletion 
of // but the study of spectrograms negated 
this observation. 
 
As is obvious from the spectrogram in figure 
9 that at the start there is a burst for a stop 
followed by the corresponding vowel. This 
burst was not there in the above two cases 
when // occurred in the middle and at the 
end. 
 
5.3 Deletion of /n/ and nasalization of 
vowel 
 
Analyzing the data in 4.2.3(a), it can be 
observed that /n/ is getting deleted and the 
nasal feature is spreading onto the 
corresponding vowel as can be seen in 
spectrogram in figure 15 for [kav∂l]. 
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 FIGURE 15 Spectrogram of [kav∂l] 
 
The underlying phenomenon involved can 
be explained as following: 
 
/knva/  [kua] “well” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 16 phenomenons involved for [kua] 
 
/k∂nv∂l/  [kav∂l] “water lily” 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 17 phenomenons involved for [kav∂l] 
 
Since short vowels are not nasalized, the 
/∂/ in /k∂nv∂l/ changes to /a/ as a 
result of nasalization, as is obvious from the 
spectrogram in figure 15. 
 

Analyzing the data in 4.2.3(b) I have 
observed that /n/ undergoes deletion in the 
/Vns/ context if  
 
1. /Vns/ is at the morpheme boundary (I 

have not analyzed whether this 
phenomenon pertains itself in the 
morphological changes of the words, 
however it does in case of the data 
words given). For example 
 
/kans/   [kas]  ”cough” 
/kansi/  [kasi] ”cough” 

   /p∂ns/   [p∂s]  ”entanglement” 
   /p∂nsna/ [p∂sna]  ”to get 

entangled” 
 
The spectrogram in figure 12 illustrates the 
fact of deletion of /n/. The higher formants of 
/a/ are dampened indicating nasalization of 
the vowel /a/ in [kasi]. 

 
2. /Vns/ are in the same syllable. 
 
The words that do not undergo deletion 
/Vns/ are not in the same syllable. For 
instance 
 

/s∂ns∂ni/ [s∂n.s∂.ni] ”eerie” 
/nsan/   [n.san]       

 ”human” 
 

In cases of  
 

/h∂ns/  [h∂s]              
        ”laugh” 

/p∂ns/ [p∂s]     
 ”entanglement” 

 
the vowel is not nasalized because short 
vowels are not nasalized, however /n/ does 
get deleted. The spectrogram in figure 13 of 
/p∂ns/ illustrates this fact. 

 
In case of /dns/, // is a front vowel, so 
/n/ is not deleted. 
 
5.4 Deletion of aspiration or breathiness 
 
Analyzing the data given in 4.2.4. we 
observe that aspiration is being deleted, and 
the phonemes whose aspiration is being 

 
k        n   v     a  
 
 
                
                
                    
 
 
                        

[Nasal] 

[oral] 

 
k    ∂    n    v    ∂    l 
 
 
                
 
                 
 

[Oral] 

[Nasal] 
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deleted (//, /l/, /r/) are the ones 
which are not in the phonemic inventory of 
the Urdu language.  
 
However in cases like, 
 
/undna/ [undna]  “dough” 
/dud/    [dud]        “milk” 
 
the aspiration is deleted even though /d / is 
in the phonemic inventory of Urdu. A 
possible reason for this deletion of aspiration 
can be that in both words before the occurs 
of /d / the voicing feature is there, and at 
the timing slot of /d/, voicing as well as 
aspiration (breathiness) are there. It 
becomes difficult to maintain voicing as well 
as aspiration, so the aspiration is deleted. 
 
5.5 Deletion of /∂v/ 
 
This case of deletion is the most interesting 
one. The words given the two data sets 
have two acceptable pronunciations. 
The words in the data set 1 are the ones 
which involve deletion of /∂v/ in the context 
/∂va/. The words given in the data set 2 
have the general pronunciation that all the 
words have in the context /∂va/. The 
words in data set 1 exhibit a phonotactic 
constraint of the Urdu language which 
results in the deletion  of /∂v/ for the words 
presented in data set 1. 
 
This phonotactic constraint results in the 
deletion of /∂v/ only for the words in /x∂va/ 
context. 
 
/x∂vab/      [xab] 
[xoab]          “dream” 
/x∂vada/    [xada]       
[xada]       “a man of distinction” 
 
But not all the words in /x∂va/ context 
undergo this deletion as the words in data 
set 2 show. All other words in urdu in  
/∂va/ context have the general 
pronunciation elicited in data set 2.  
 
/x∂vatin/  [xoavatin]   
[x∂vatin]    “women” 

/x∂vard/ [xoavard] 
           [x∂vard]  “schismatic” 
 
Urdu has resulted from the amalgamation of 
different languages. This deletion in some 
words in /x∂va/ context may be due to 
some rules in their parent languages, a 
possible reason could be different roots for 
these words. 
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